
In 2020, I received the Earl Core award to conduct my master’s 
thesis research to study the Viola affinis and edulis species groups of 
Boreali-Amercanae (also known as the Acaulescent Blue Violets). I was 
fortunate to have the best advisor and mentor guiding me: Dr. Harvey 
E. Ballard Jr. I can never thank Harvey enough for his knowledge, 
expertise, and patience; he is an inspirational and compassionate 
academic botanist. I can thank him for his recommendation to join 
SABS and referral to the Earl Core Award. Funds from the Earl Core 
Award were used to fund a violet collection trip, a planned ten-day 
collection trip to the Gulf Coastal Plain during early March (Spring 
Break!) starting in Baton Rouge, Louisiana and heading eastward 
towards Mobile, Alabama before heading back home to Ohio 
University. We planned routes within 40 mi of the coast and visited 
wetland habitats including bayous, cypress swamps, and streams with 
easy access. 
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My dad G. Tod Burwell accompanied me on this trip as an extra 
pair of hands for collecting violets (and driving). At the end of the 
collections trip, we had visited over 100 different locations and made 
28 different collections representing hypothetical taxa from all sites. 
The Affinis and Edulis groups were selected based on their proximity 
to one another and changing leaf patterns and other morphology 
throughout their annual life cycle. Depending on the time of 
growing season, the two groups can be very similar. 

In the early Spring, before chasmogamous flowering, both Affinis 
and Edulis species groups exhibit acute triangular leaves that can 
be completely glabrous (without trichomes/hairs) to hirtellous 
(minute rigid hairs). Edulis taxa will always be glabrous. However, 
the variability in morphology of those who are hirtellous like Viola 
rosacea in Affinis or completely glabrous like Viola edulis in the 
Gulf Coastal Plain can be difficult to key until leaves mature and 
cleistogamous flowers emerge. Once cleistogamous flowers emerge, 
Affinis pedicels will be prostrate while those of Edulis are ascending. 
Another key distinction between the different species groups involves 
the chasmogamous fruits. 
Affinis seeds are buff to 
yellow and exhibit streaks of 
patterning on the seedcoat. 
Edulis species have dark 
brown to black seeds with 
little patterning. Later in 
my studies, I will be using 
electron microscopy to 
examine seedcoats and 
lateral petal hairs for species 
delimitation. At each of my 
sites, five individuals of each 
taxon were collected, along 
with five pressed voucher 
specimens, soil core  
samples, and five random 
leaf tissue samples from 
across the population.

Earl Core Student Report:  Exploring Viola affinis and 
edulis Taxonomy on the Coastal Plains of SE North 
America – Chewing More Than You Can Swallow
by Remington Burwell 

Figure 1. Viola affinis sp. found near Pensacola, Florida. Hairy lateral 
petals, attenuate cordate leaves in chasmogamous flower, light purple to 
lilac corolla and light brown seeds makes this characteristically V. affinis  
Le Conte. However, sepal and petiole morphology are strikingly distinct 
from any other taxa within the Affinis group. Figure 2. Viola floridana found near 

Pensacola, Florida.
(continued on page 31)
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From the Editor’s Desk 
by Joe Pollard, newsletter editor

This will be my last issue as editor of Chinquapin.  I’ve been doing it since 2013.  I 
recently retired from Furman University after 33 years there, and I’m trying to reduce my 
commitments, in order to make way for new adventures.  I have greatly enjoyed my time as 
newsletter editor, though I acknowledge that I haven’t always done a great job of it.  There 
have been several years when I didn’t hit the target of four issues.  There were none at all 
in 2020 (a year many of us would rather forget).  You are currently reading issue #4 of the 
2021 volume, though my calendar says it’s now March, 2022.  Yes, I have a tendency to be 
overoptimistic in my time-management (my wife reminds me of this frequently).  
 As of the upcoming annual meeting, I’ll be handing the reins to our new newsletter 
editor, Lytton John Musselman, of Old Dominion University.  For most members of the 
society, Lytton will require little introduction.  He’s a long-time member of SABS, serving as 
President from 2010 to 2012.  He also has a lengthy history of contributing to Chinquapin, 
with a regular column on parasitic plants that ran from 2011 to 2015, followed by his “Edible 
Wild Plants” articles from 2016 to present.  I’m sure Lytton will do a fine job, and I really 
appreciate his willingness to take the baton and let me finish my lap.
 But I’m not washing my hands of Chinquapin completely.  I’ve pledged to help 
out in the transition period.  And I’m planning to continue my “Botanical Brainteasers” (in 
collaboration with Janie Marlow).  I’ve got a few other articles in mind as well. I will continue 
to be an active member of the Southern Appalachian Botanical Society, and I’ll be fascinated 
to see where Lytton takes the newsletter in the future.  
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Can You Hear Me Now???
We’ve received some recent comments from SABS members who are not reliably receiving 
society communications, including both emails and postal mail.  We’re very concerned about 
that and dedicated to solving these problems.  A lot of important business is handled through 
email, such as election notifications, dues notices, and time-sensitive reminders of upcoming 
events.  Postal mail is used for sending our society publications, including Chinquapin (for all 
members) and Castanea (for those who choose the print option).  We’re sorry if you are having 
these difficulties; it hurts the individual members and the society as a whole.

Other members have reported difficulty with web resources.  In case there’s any 
doubt, SABS has two websites.  The public site, available to anyone on the web, is http://
sabs.us, which includes information about the society’s mission, officers, awards, and how to 
become a member.  The most recent issue of Chinquapin is also available on the public site.  
The other site, http://castaneajournal.com, is restricted to active members, and requires you 
to set up a username and password.  Once logged in, you can check on your membership 
status and access current and back issues of Castanea and Chinquapin.

If you’re having any problems, there are several ways you can get assistance.  If 
you are coming to the annual meeting in Little Rock, please stop by the SABS table in the 
exhibitors’ area, and we’ll try to help, face to face, in real time.  If not, please send a message 
using the contact form on http://sabs.us, or just send an email to any of the officers listed on 
the second page of this email, and we’ll do our best to help.

SABS Welcomes Our New Members
Kadrin Anderson
George Balogh 
Richard Beaton 
Garrett Billings 
John M. Boback 
Avery Catherwood 
Rose Dickson 
Cassandra Fink 

Tara Hall 
Thomas Hennessey
Leigha Henson 
Ashley Hull
Scott LaGreca
Andrew Liebhold
Pierce Lynch

Claire Martin
Suman Neupane 
Jonathon Osborne
Phyllis Pischl
Eric Swartz
Loretta Lynne Weninegar
Chuck Williams
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In early 2022 the Council of the Southern Appalachian Botanical Society invited all society members to take an internet survey requesting 
information about their usage of and opinions regarding the society newsletter, Chinquapin.  Responses to that questionnaire were discussed by 
the Council in an online meeting in February. This document is a brief summary of the member responses, and also includes some comments 
based on the Council discussions.  

In the interest of brevity, this summary does not include answers to the free-response questions in the survey, and also omits responses to two 
questions asking members if they might be interested in helping to write or produce the newsletter. The wording of the survey has been condensed 
slightly.  Any member who wants a copy of the complete, “raw” survey output may request it by emailing chinquapin@sabs.us.

Comments and interpretation from the Council and Newsletter Editor are shown in italics.  Numbers in square brackets are simply the number of 
members electing that response, unless otherwise indicated. 

Results Of The 2022 Chinquapin Survey
by Joe Pollard, Newsletter Editor

Who took the survey?
66 members started the survey.  Some did not complete all portions, 
so response totals below may be less.

What is your current membership status? 
Member [38] 
Student [1] 
Lifetime/Sustaining/Emeritus [18] 
Unsure [1]

About how long have you been a member of SABS? 
<10 yrs [10] 
10-20 yrs [16] 
20-30 yrs [16] 
>30 yrs [16]

Comments:  At the time of the survey there were 236 names on the 
Chinquapin mailing list, so that’s a response rate of about 26%.  Not 
great, but we’re all busy. (Also see the article entitled “Can you hear me 
now???” for comments about society communication issues.) What is 
very concerning is that only one student-member responded, whereas 
almost 83% of the responders have been members for >10 years.  That’s 
unfortunate.  A purpose of this survey was to try to get input from students 
and younger members of the society.  The Council approved a suggestion 
that we initiate a discussion about Chinquapin at the SABS Student 
Reception at the ASB meeting in Little Rock. 

Usage of Chinquapin, and comparisons with other 
SABS publications and media:
How often do you use Chinquapin newsletter? 
Never [1]   |   Quick look [7] 
Read some articles in detail [24]   |   Read all of it [30]

How often do you use Castanea journal? 
Never [1]   |   Quick look [14] 
Read some articles in detail [41]   |   Read all of it [6]

How often do you use Pumila blog? 
Never [59]   |   Quick look [1] 
Read some articles in detail [1]   |   Read all of it [0]

How often do you use SABS Facebook page/posts? 
Never [55]   |   Quick look [6] 
Read some articles in detail [1]   |   Read all of it [0]

How often do you use SABS Instagram posts? 
Never [60]   |   Quick look [2] 
Read some articles in detail [0]   |   Read all of it [0]

Comments:  It was gratifying that so many respondents read all or most 
of the newsletter.  By comparison, Castanea is used as one would expect 
for a scholarly journal, with most readers concentrating their attention 
on articles in specialized disciplines.  There was little use of SABS online 
media, and several people commented that they were unaware that these 
options even exist.  But these patterns must be viewed in the context of 
who submitted responses. Usage of online media might be higher among 
younger members, who tended not to respond to this survey.

Newsletter content: 
Each issue of Chinquapin is 8 printed pages long. What do you 
think of this length? 
About right [51] 
Should be shorter [1] 
Should be longer [3] 
No opinion [4]

Chinquapin typically includes a mixture of society news and 
nontechnical feature articles. What is your opinion of this mix? 
About right [48] 
Prefer more news [0] 
Prefer more articles [7] 
No opinion [4]

Rate your enjoyment/interest in each of the regular sections of 
Chinquapin. [1 = least, 5 = most] 
Arithmetic mean response shown in brackets: 
Society News, Updates, Awards [3.65] 
Earl Core Student Reports [3.35] 
From the Editor’s Desk – Pollard [3.50] 
Botanical Brainteasers – Pollard/Marlow [3.78] 
Edible Wild Plants – Musselman [3.78] 
Botanical Excursions – Ellison [3.93] 
That Untravell’d World – Gaddy [3.63] 
Taxonomic Updates – Weakley [4.29] 
Rare Plants – Chafin [4.18]

Comments: These responses seem to show general satisfaction with the 
content of Chinquapin.  All our repeating features are appreciated by the 
responding members.  

(continued on page 32)
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Botanical Brainteasers 
By Joe Pollard and Janie Marlow

In the last issue [Chinquapin 28(3)] we showed five plants and asked readers to identify them all and 
then explain why one of them was in some way the opposite of the other four.  The plants were: (A) 
Laportea canadensis, wood nettle; (B) Campsis radicans, trumpet creeper or cow-itch; (C) Hamamelis 
virginiana, witch-hazel; (D) Toxicodendron radicans, poison sumac; and (E) Tragia urticifolia, 
noseburn. This puzzle had a “dermatological” theme.  Although the mechanisms and severities are 
different, plants A, B, D, and E are all capable of irritating the skin; however, extracts of C, witch-
hazel are commonly sold as over-the-counter topical medications because of their reputation for 
soothing inflamed skin.  (Although such preparations have astringent and cooling properties, there 
seems to be little clinical evidence for therapeutic benefits.) 
Four readers submitted answers.  A few of the identifications were tricky, but everybody guessed the 
dermatological theme.  For the second time in a row, the earliest answer we received came from Milo 
Pyne and was 100% correct.  That makes Milo the leader in our annual contest, but there’s still one 

more puzzle to go and he could still be caught.  After we get the results from this issue, we’ll total the points to determine the champion for 
volume 28, with the winner receiving a copy of the new book by Lytton Musselman and Peter Schafran, Edible Wild Plants of the Carolinas.   
So, here’s the next Brainteaser. We’ll return to the tried-and-true format of “find the odd one out”. This one should hopefully be pretty easy.  
There are 5 pictures. Of course, we want you to identify them.  Then tell us which one does not fit with the others, and why.  Some pretty basic 
botany is involved.  

Send your answers to: 
joe_pollard@att.net 

(that’s an underscore character between 
first and last names).  Color photos 

that you can enlarge for a closer look 
are posted online at https://sabs.us/

publications/#chinquapin. 
Photo credits: 

A&C –  J.K. Marlow; 
B – Tricia Kyzer; 

D&E – Keith Bradley]

A B C

ED

“If I could remember the names of all these [subatomic] particles, I would have been a botanist.”
Incorrectly attributed to Albert Einstein, according to The Ultimate Quotable Einstein (Princeton University Press, 2013)

The earliest verifiable appearance of this quote was in a 1963 Brookhaven Lecture by the physicist Leon Lederman, who attributed 
it to Enrico Fermi (1901-1954).  This is plausible, but there are no documented uses of the statement during Fermi’s lifetime. 

(www.quoteinvestigator.com, accessed 3/17/2022)
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Botanical Excursions

Thou waitest late and com'st alone, 
When woods are bare and birds are flown, 

And frosts and shortening days portend 
The aged year is near his end. 

-- William Cullen Bryant

Gentians
By George Ellison (www.georgeellison.com)

Artwork by Elizabeth Ellison (www.elizabethellisongallery.com)

Aside from witch-hazel, which unfurls its yellow tassels into De-
cember or even early January, gentians are among our latest showy 
flowering plants. In damp or wet areas protected from hard frost, 
they can often be found blooming throughout November.

Because of their tardy nature and unsurpassed beauty, gentians 
have been justly celebrated in both American and European letters. 
In the lines quoted above, William Cullen Bryant was referencing 
the fringed gentian), which has in recent decades been reclassified 
into a closely related genus (Gentianopsis crinita). 

Nevertheless, it is readily identified by the delicate fringe 
along its petal margins. Some consider it to be the most beautiful 

wildflower in North America. Thoreau described its color as "such 
a dark blue, surpassing that of the male bluebird's back! It is a 
transcendent blue!"

Unlike fringed gentian, which opens in sunlight, the seven or 
so species still classified in the original genus (Gentiana) have five 
petals that are closed or almost closed at the top so that the blos-
som has a bottle-like shape. One of the most common of these is 
the stiff gentian (G. quinquefolia), which displays narrow purplish 
flowers.

Happening upon these plants in the woods for the first time, 
you might wonder how they accomplish pollination since their 
sexual parts are encapsulated within a container of petals. Hang 
around long enough and the answer will come buzzing along. For 
reasons known only to themselves, bumblebees are during the fall 
months incurably attracted to purples and blues. (In spring they 
seem to prefer white-blooming flowers.) Bumblebees cannot resist 
gentians, the ultimate in blue. And they know, of course, the secret 
of gaining access to the sustenance inside the gentian containers.

Bumblebees are stronger than most other nectar-gathering 
insects. By pressing at the apex of the gentian blossom, they cause 
it to open like a door. If the bumblebee is a careful bumblebee, he’ll 
push only the front end of his body into the bottle. But if he gets 
too excited and enters completely, the "door" closes and the flower 
becomes a prison. 

In “Wildflowers and Plant Communities: A Naturalist’s Guide 
to the Carolinas, Virginia, Tennessee & Georgia,” biologist Timo-
thy Spira notes that “The exclusive nature of the flower’s pollina-
tion mechanism benefits the plant in that pollen and nectar aren’t 
wasted on less efficient pollinators.” 

Bumblebees can fly at lower temperatures than other potential 

Fringed gentian, Gentianopsis crinita. © Josh Fecteau.com

Gentian continued on Page 24

Rugel’s Indian Plantain
By George Ellison (www.georgeellison.com) 
Artwork by Elizabeth Ellison (www.elizabethellisongallery.com) 

I enjoy conducting natural history workshops. What continues to motivate me is helping participants learn to use non-
technical source and identification materials like Newcomb’s Wildflower Guide or Fern Finder or ways to recognize bird 
vocalizations so they will then have the basic skills to more fully explore and appreciate the natural world on their own. 

I must allow, however, that my favorite outings take place before the scheduled workshop. Usually I go out a day or two 
before the actual event to refresh myself regarding specific habitats, wildflowers, trees, shrubs, ferns, birds, etc., that might be encountered. A premium is 
also placed on being able to locate restroom stops along the way. 

These pre-event excursions give me time to immerse myself in the natural world without having to constantly respond to the query “What is 
that?” – which is, of course, exactly what I’m obligated (and paid) to do during a workshop. I have gone whole days scouting a trip without saying 
a single word.     

The only thing better than scouting on my own is when Elizabeth is able to accompany me. We both enjoy the natural world, although we view and 
understand it in somewhat different ways. After five decades of being together we communicate fairly well – both verbally and non-verbally. She doesn’t 
mind telling me when she thinks I’ve misidentified something. We argue a lot. We laugh a lot. We get along.

As an artist, she “sees” the world somewhat differently from most of us. She is intuitive rather than analytical. And she is also a human bloodhound. All 
I have to do is mention a rare plant or bird I’d like to find and before long I’ll hear her say, “Why, there it is.” In this regard, she has some sort of sixth 
sense that’s hard to beat when you’re scouting a field trip.

A few years ago, for instance, I had a “Summer Wildflower and Fern Identification” workshop scheduled for the Smoky Mountain Field School. 
After starting out at the Sugarlands Visitor Center on the Tennessee side of the national park, we finished up the day in the high elevation spruce-fir 
and northern hardwood forests along the North Carolina-Tennessee state line. Along the way, we located and identified lots of plants—including the 
beautiful small purple-fringed orchid using Newcomb’s Wildflower Guide.

At one of the last stops I gave the group a heads-up that Rugel’s Indian plantain –  one of the wildflowers we “might” see there “if we were lucky” – 
wouldn’t be in Newcomb’s because it’s a Southern Appalachian endemic; that is, it is found in only in a few high-elevation sites in the Smokies and no  
place else in the world. I showed them the photo of the plant on page 163 in the Wildflowers of the Smokies (1996) guide so they’d know what to look 
for—but I didn’t lead them directly to where the plant was located because I wanted the group to find it on their own.    

After an interval of five minutes or so I heard a “Whoop!” go up from one of the ladies, and sure enough there was a stand of Rugel’s Indian plantain 
(Rugelia nudicaulis), an inconspicuous yet curiously attractive plant in the Aster family that stands about 18 inches high and displays large evergreen 
heart-shaped basal leaves. In the Smokies guide the flowers are described as having “long, pointed bracts” surrounding the blossom, which forms “an urn 
from which the yellow or straw-colored disk flowers protrude.”

During the scouting trip Elizabeth and I made the day before the workshop, we had located Rugel’s Indian plantain for the first time ourselves. This gave 
me an opportunity to conduct a little research the night before and put together some information regarding the plant and its namesake I could share 
with the group.

Alan S. Weakley in his Flora of the Southern and Mid-Atlantic States (2010), noted that Rugelia nudicaulis has been variously classified through the years. 
Two fairly recent assessments had placed it in the Cacalia (Indian plantain) amd Senecio (ragwort) genera, but Weakley was of the opinion that it is “best 
treated as a monotypic genus” –  that is, a genus comprised of just one species because it differs significantly from all other species in a given family.

Other plants classified, as of now, as monotypic include Fraser’s sedge (Cymophyllus  fraserianus) and pennywort (Obolaria virginica). Rugel’s Indian 
plantain is restricted to a high elevation environment in which air quality and high pollution rates have been well documented. Unfortunately, studies 
by J.R. Godt and J.L. Hamrick in the Journal of Heredity suggest that due to the low level of genetic diversity found for Rugel’s Indian plantain, it “may 
have limited potential to adapt to changing environmental conditions.”

I’ve been a big fan of Ferdinand Rugel (1806-1879) since reading of  his travels and exploits in Ron Peterson’s 1989 article on Samuel Botsford Buckley, 
another early plant hunter, even though I might not have wanted to go into the backcountry with him hunting plants. Rugel came to the United States 
to collect biological specimens in the Southern Appalachians, though he supported himself as a pharmacist. He settled in Dandridge, Tennessee, in 
1842. After 1849 he moved to Knoxville, where he worked for a wholesale drug firm. His botanical companion, Samuel Botsford Buckley, described the 
super-eccentric Rugel as being “the best prepared and equipped for collecting and preserving specimens of any person” he had ever met.

On one occasion they set off with other plant collectors on horseback for “the Iron Mountain” via Sevierville, Tennessee, in the 1840’Ss.  Rugel rode 

(continued on page 32)
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Yet all experience is an  arch wherethro’

Gleams that untravell’d world  
...“Ulysses”, Tennyson

It was 1989; I was nearing my 40th year on this earth.  I was divorced 
and bored with my job and life.  Then one day, I happened to read a 
short paper about Mount Emei, a near-mythical mountain in China.  
It is the highest of the nine sacred mountains of China—five mountains 
are considered sacred by the Taoists and four are sacred Buddhist peaks.   
What interested me, as a naturalist, however, was the fact that the 
mountain sat on the Himalayan front and was rich in both tropical 
and temperate plants.  In fact, with over 300 species of ferns, nearly 
30 orchids, and around 3000 species of plants, it was one of the richest 
mountain sites outside of the tropics.

I arrived at the Emei train station just before dawn on a cold spring 
morning.  The only transport I could get was trishaw, a three-
wheeled bicycle-rickshaw common in China.  My driver, who 
weighed about 140 pounds, pumped hard to pull my 200-pound 
plus weight and that of my backpack.  The cold air chilled me as I 
looked west in the early morning light.  The driver kept pointing 
upward and repeating something in Chinese.  At first, I did not 
understand what he was saying, but when I looked up, his meaning 
became apparent.  He was pointing toward the thin, dark line of 
the ridge of Mt. Emei and repeating “Emeishan…Emeishan” (Emei 
Mountain in Chinese) between breaths as he pedaled.  Finally, I 
realized that we were so close I needed to look straight up to see 
the tall massif.  This was Mt. Emei or “Emeishan,” my destination; 
imagination became reality.  This was the mountain of which I had 
read and dreamed while on the other side of  the world.

Emeishan (uh-may-shahn) or Mt. Emei (uh-may) is found in the 
western portion of Sichuan province (ca. 29 degrees North Latitude 
and 103 degrees East Longitude) along the eastern front of the 
Qinghai-Xizang (Tibetan) Plateau approximately 150 km south-
southwest of Chengdu, the capital of the province.  The face of 
Mt. Emei forms a dramatic escarpment 3099 meters in elevation 
overlooking the Sichuan Basin, which is less than 500 meters in 

elevation.  Its location on the Himalayan escarpment and its steep 
front make the mountain appear larger than it really is.  At 20 
kilometers by 10 kilometers its total area is rather small, but there 
are cliff faces, deep ravines, gorges, rock outcrops, and steep slopes. 
Add to all this a diverse geology of limestone, other metasedimentary 
rock, and scattered metaigneous rock, and a rich array of interesting 
species and you have quite a mountain massif.

Mt. Emei is found at the juncture of three biogeographical 
provinces:  the Himalayan, the Oriental Temperate, and the Oriental 
Tropical (Zhao, 1986).  Here, subtropical evergreen broad-leaved 
forests, temperate broad-leaved deciduous forests, and temperate 
needle-leaved forests comingle at varying elevations.  Southeastern 
monsoonal winds produce a microclimate in which 1000-2000 mm 
(40-80 inches) of precipitation falls annually, the greatest total in 
Sichuan Province (Chinese Academy of Sciences, 1978).

With such topographic, geologic, biogeographic, and climatic richness, 
Mt. Emei is indeed a spectacular mountain to visit.  My guides were 
Wu Jia Lin, (roughly translated as “Wu of the home forest”) and Liu 
Da Ding, both of the local College of Materia Medica.  Professor Wu 
had studied the flora of the mountain most of his life and had estimated 
that there were approximately 3000 species of vascular plants here—300 
species of ferns, 30 or more 
rhododendrons, over 100 
orchids, and 100 endemic 
species! Furthermore, he had 
published a paper in Chinese 
documenting the fact that 
385 type specimens had been 
collected from the mountain 
(Wu et al., 1991).  Compare 
Mt. Emei’s richness (in an 
area 20 km by 10 km by 
3099 m) to that of the entire 
southern Blue Ridge Province 
(as documented in Wofford, 
1989), which has 2400 vascular 
plant species, 91 ferns, 11 
rhododendrons, and 47 orchids.

To reach to top of Mt. Emei, the most famous of the four Buddhist 
sacred mountains of China, one climbs thousands of stone steps put 
into place over the last several hundred years by Buddhist monks 
who live in the several monasteries on the mountain.

Although there are farms and tea plantations on the slopes of 
Emei, the monks, with the help of the Chinese government, have 
protected much of the forested land on the mountain.   Several of 
the monasteries along the way to the top had dorm rooms with beds 
for climbers, and most had restaurants.  For a few Chinese yuan, 
one could get a cot and hot supper.  Along the many trails to the 

That Untravell’d World: Climbing 
Sacred Mountains – Mt. Emei
By L. L. Gaddy, President – terra incognita

Figure 1.  Erlangshan Pass, top of front range of Himalayan Escarpment.   
Mt. Emei is 20 mi north of here.

Figure 2. My hosts at Mt. Emei, Professor 
Wu Jia Lin (left) and Liu Da Ding, 
assistant and translator, with their book 
on the type plants of Mt. Emei.

(continued on next page)
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mountain’s peak, there were also small, open-air restaurants that 
served pork, wild mushrooms (collected locally), and rice.  Beverages 
could be had at stands about every quarter of a mile along the trails.  

We spent several nights in monasteries on the mountain.  The 
monasteries had generators, so there was power from dark to about 
ten o’clock.  We would dine with monks, drink fresh mountain-
grown tea (most monasteries in China grow their own tea), throw 
some water on our faces, and then would be off to bed on our wood-
plank cots.  Sometimes, there would be only a few travelers in these 
high elevation religious retreats; other times, at lower elevations, the 
Buddhist restaurants would be packed with people wolfing down 
food.  As we ascended the mountain, magnolias of many species were 
seen; giant arisaemas to waist high were encountered (China has 78 
species); primroses of varying shades of blue; and, lastly, dwarfed firs 
and spruces covered the highest rocky ridges of the mountain.   

After about a week on the mountain and in the Emei area, I set out 
by train to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan Province, to regroup 
and climb several other smaller peaks in the area.  Chengdu was 
founded about 3000 years ago.  It is a flat city of about three to four 
million inhabitants just east of the Himalayan escarpment.  It has 
broad avenues, a large statue of Mao, and almost as many bicycles as 
people.  A city of artists and antiquarian dealers, Chengdu is often 
called the “Paris of China.” 

On my last day in China, my airport bus passed through the small 
neighbors of Chendgu and through the dense suburban fields 
of onions and bok choy.  I had fallen in love with this country, I 
realized, and I knew I would be back.
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Based on my studies to date, Dr. Ballard and I estimate there to be 
as many as 10 species within the Affinis and Edulis groups, whereas 
previous  taxonomic treatments represented a small fraction of 
the true diversity among groups. But before I could do more, the 
unforeseen pandemic of  COVID-19 struck.  I was welcomed with 
a “State of Emergency” address 
by Alabama’s governor during 
my final night of collections. 
My dad and I made our trip 
home searching for toilet paper 
and cleaning products from 
the Gulf Coast to Athens, 
Ohio. We found one Dollar 
General with limited supplies. 
Shortly after arriving home, 
the university quickly decided 
to extend Spring Break before 
closing to strictly online course 
offerings. Not at all what you 
would expect going into your 
second semester of graduate 
school. Research on campus 
become inaccessible. 

COVID has been happening for two years. I developed my 
integrative taxonomical thesis proposal to study Affinis and Edulis. 
The integrative taxonomical approach for both species groups 
encompasses multiple lines of evidence to categorize and delineate 
species and populations using three main components: phylogeny, 
ecology, and morphology. For the phylogenetic analyses and 
comparisons, I will be using RADseq data to measure gene flow 
and heterozygosity among individuals and populations, and to 
build an updated phylogeny of the taxa collected. The goal is to 
detect phylogenetic diversity first, as it can be useful when detecting 
cryptic species. Secondly, using soil core and site data the species 
ecology will be studied using species distribution modeling methods 
to examine historical biogeography and search for potential species 
boundaries. Thirdly, to compare morphology, a common garden 
study has been underway collecting image data to make geometric, 
linear, categorical, and spectral data sets. At my first thesis proposal 
defense, it was determined all this could not be completed reasonably 
completed in the year I had left for my master’s degree.

I have transferred to the Ph.D. program within the Plant Biology 
Dept. and secured additional funding from Ohio University to 
sequence 86 Viola tissue samples to complete my thesis, based 
on my earlier collections and more to be collected soon this year. 
After finishing my coursework last Fall, I have started searching for 
additional funding to make more collections and send off more 
samples to be sequenced. Now that I am able to chew what I have, I 
plan to graduate May 2024.

Rem Burwell is a PhD student in the Department of Plant Biology at 
Ohio University.

Figure 3. Viola langloissii found near 
Crowley, Louisiana.

Exploring Viola affinis (continued from page 25)

Figure 3.  Giant Araceae in rich talus on Mt. Emai.
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Chinquapin Survey (continued from page 27) Botanical Excursions (continued from page 29)

Paper versus online publishing: 
What is your opinion about moving to an online newsletter, with email 
notification of new issues? 
Prefer to receive paper version by mail, if costs are manageable for SABS (19) 
Prefer to read on paper, but could print out the PDF myself to save costs (21) 
Prefer online newsletter with email notification (19)

Comments: This question has been debated for many years, and still shows no 
clear consensus.  About 2/3 of the respondents said they prefer reading a paper 
newsletter; however, about half of those members indicated that they wouldn’t 
mind printing it themselves to save the society the cost of printing and mailing.  
However, this is yet another area in which it would be good to know the opinions 
of our younger members, who often change their mailing addresses several times as 
they progress through the stages of their education and early career. 

Changes have already been made in response to this portion of the survey.  Email 
notifications are currently being sent out when each issue is released, with direct 
hyperlinks to the latest issue on http://sabs.us, for the convenience of those who 
prefer online access.  Until recently those links led to a version that could be viewed 
but not printed, but we have just added a link on the website which allows 
downloading of a printer-friendly PDF document.  In the near future, the Editor 
and Council will re-visit the question of whether postal distribution of a printed 
newsletter has benefits that justify the cost.

The SABS Council is still happy to receive input from members on any of 
these questions.  Comments may be addressed to any member of the Council 
(see information on second page of this newsletter) or to chinquapin@sabs.us. 

his horse Fox with “a large, square tin strapped to his shoulder and a 
straw hat tied beneath his chin.” In retrospect, Buckley surmised the 
party must have appeared to curious onlookers “like peddlers, who 
often travel on horseback through the southwestern states.”

The journey was uneventful until there was “a clattering of hoofs, and 
Fox dashed by, with Rugel crying, ‘Whoa, Fox!  Whoa, Fox!’ his hair 
streaming in the wind, with tin box and hat dashing up and down 
at every jump the horse made.”  Buckley relocated Rugel a mile or so 
down the road at a steep hill where Fox had finally come to a stop. 
Without further ado they proceeded on their excursion into “the Iron 
Mountain” to explore the steep ridges above Alum Cave Bluffs that 
lead up to Mt. LeConte and the general area where he first discovered 
the plant named for him. 

On Friday, when Elizabeth and I were getting ready to scout out the 
area along the state line, I mentioned that it was likely habitat for 
the plant and showed her the photo and description. We didn’t find 
Rugel’s at our first stop along the state line but at the second, while I 
was examining some ferns, I heard her say, “Why, there it is.” 

And sure enough, there it was—not five feet from where I was 
kneeling. Within 60 minutes of learning of the plant’s existence, she 
had tracked it down.

This article originally appeared in Literary Excursions in the Southern 
Highlands, published by The History Press, Charleston, SC, ©2016.


